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section A
d) Apart from the antiques, one can find the Nizam’s collection of textiles, arms, metalware, ivory carvings, Indian bronzes and carpets in the museum.

(i) The two main attractions of the Solar Jung Museum are the musical clock made by Cook and Kelby of England and the Veiled Rebecca, an amazing sculpture sculpture made by the Italian sculptor, Giovanni Maria Benzoni.

2. 2.1

a) A hobby, according to the passage is something creative one really likes to do or something one is passionate about or deeply involved with.

b) Writing was not his livelihood. Mr. X sought to use writing as a means to fulfill himself rather than use it as financial support. He relies on writing to take care of his mental and physical well being and is content with living solely on his savings.
He was not interested in seeking publicity. His hope was to happen and pursue his passion intuitively. He did not wish for public attention. He believed that publicity would take him away from his writing.

His life was once a happy place of no time for caution. And, so, determination became a happy part of his life, an opportunity to do what Bruegel had indicated in his paintings. If Bruegel's art was now tainted, he was, paradoxically, fulfilled and helped his friends to survive many complications in his life.
There’s never a busier day in the market than the day when the shops decide to have a sale. Crowds of people hustle and fight for a simple item which costs not more than £10 than its original price on sale. Unbeknownst to the shopper is a cruel plan of the businessman, the crime of overpricing. Hidden under layers and layers of advertising, assurances and enthralling exhibits, the prices of simple, essential goods rise steadily. It is high time for us, the commoners, the consumers, to question the puppeteer and close down this play.

The rise in the prices of goods is apparent to all of us since the past few years. With MNCs (multi-national corporations) receiving unhinged support of the government in the name of "development" and the spread of Internet and home shopping, the steady increase in prices is going unchecked. Several reports on the media and individual enquiries show popular companies making profits of shocking magnitude, an unjustifiable 200% or more. Fake prices are displayed and the so-called
And it has to be done today.

4 home for the kind hearted

...
It had been a very long time since I visited the park. After an entire week of being cooped up in my room in preparation for my upcoming exams, my tired body, sick of the books and the suffocating walls, on the last day of the preparation holidays, puffing itself outside the room with a sudden burst of energy. I didn't need to have much conversation to get out of the house. My father was never home and my mother, who had ever worked herself at the office once again, was in no mood for disagreements. And so, with a nervous churning in my stomach begging me to return to algebra, I silently walked my way to the park.

I am known to be quite the cynic. I barely find anything amusing and heart-warming. I despise the fact that my cynicism is something people want "fixed." I know for a fact that my love for history and literature will take me nowhere. Added to this is the sudden information that came glaring at me in the face as soon as the "career talk" at my school was over. I, the day dreaming, dog-loving idiotic child had not one "outside school" talents to boast. I spent all my childhood indoors, reading books, listening to
spread flu far and wide. Within 9 days, everyone in the family had been infected. The next day, I came down with a fever and my body ached. I couldn't move and just lay in bed for days. Even if I tried to get up, it wouldn't help. I was too sick to go to school, and my parents wouldn't allow it. I was feeling miserable and didn't want to do anything. My stomach ached and I was using up my energy just to stay alive. I was feeling terrible, and I didn't know how long I would be able to stay at home. I was so afraid of spreading the flu to anyone else.

Even when I felt better, I couldn't go back to school. I was still too weak and tired. I was just happy to be alive, and I didn't want to risk getting sick again. I stayed in bed for a long time, and I didn't want to think about the future. I didn't know what I would do when I got better. I was just hoping that I could go back to school soon.
naming things quick) in my arms, I was welcomed with a
weary glance from my mother. "I don't hate the puppy," my
mother said defensively. "Kind creatures like that have no place
in the world. Only the stealthy and strong will survive" she
said with a pale face. My mother, who always made sure
to help poor clients at the bank she worked in never managed
to move up because she never had any time to attend important
gatherings or meetings where good employees would get the
attention of the higher-ups. But never, for a second did I
feel it was a foolish thing to do. I narrated to her the story of
how I found this puppy without a home, supposedly "useless" to
the other passersby. But it managed to change my mind and
give me hope. "Even if the whole world gives us no place to
live and flourish in" I said confidently. "This house can and
always will be a home to the kind hearted" I said. My mother
was pleased. I gave her the confidence, the surprising optimism
to continue and with us, Toby who was now happily lapping
up the milk from a dish, found a home in everybody's
hearts.
This beautiful temple is dedicated to the Sun God.

Every year, speakers of people visit the Kenneth Temple.

The Kenneth Temple is situated in the north-eastern corner of the town.

In some temples, the architecture is an aesthetic marvel.

Sculptures and paintings give our emotional part of the temple.
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(a) The whispers would be silent tomorrow because the trees would have reached the empty forest and be out of the house.
(b) The trees are stumpling forward to rush to the empty forest in the night with the wind.
(c) silent
(d) The poetic device used is simile

9
(a) The loongi tradition of courage and bravery is recognized in modern India as the loongis are the only citizens permitted to carry guns without a license. The loongi Regiment is one of the most decorated ones in the army. This shows that the valour of the loongis remains apparent in modern India.
(b) The seagull’s parents cajoled him and mocked him for not being brave enough to fly when all his siblings had managed to do the same. When the young seagull stuck to his fears and refused to fly, they threatened to starve
He was quite the successful scholar and usually eloquent. However, there is no doubting of the fact that Heraclitus was quite a traitor.

None of his students took his rivalry in stride and went on to flourish.

In a healthy diet for him, the correct hint in creating a sense of nourishment through meals. Modern pumping primer's usually lack of success as the alphabet called by modern
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Pumped him to once again look behind all his limits and expand

With disdained by his sense of losing meaning the next day,

Leaving himself and decided to take a nap. Unfortunately, everything he

Have on you had just made a depreciation of sorts which he

Tell him, who had successfully escaped from his landlord along setting him

To make his city.
Horace only robbed the rich to buy himself expensive books and had his eyes on the Shapcott baronce for a very long time. He carefully planned his breaking in after finding out the family was out holidaying and the servants had left the keys to the house hanging after going to a movie themselves. Even the pet dog wasn’t a bother for Horace who knew how to calm her down by calling her name. Even so, the lady in red smoothly outsmarted him and managed to make him the culprit in the end with a very well executed intricate plan. Upon hearing Horace sneeze because of his hay fever, she made her way upstairs to the vault where he was dressed attractively and with the dog by her side, she was easily able to convince Horace that she was the lady of the house. She threatened to call the police and have him arrested, forcing Horace to beg and perform her a favour. Before she made him to do her favour, she quietly made him remove his gloves by asking him to light a cigar. After this sly action, she promised to let him go unscathed and uncouned if he broke open the vault for her. Her reasoning was that she had to go to a party for which she needed some jewels and had
Helen as a child was a cooperative child with a soft, gentle, bright, cheerful nature.

She thought of others, not of herself. She made sacrifices for others, never for herself.

All of this made her an ideal student. She was an excellent student, always ready to help others.

Her kindness and her perseverance and very high motivation.

Her four years of high school.

Helen Kelton, a bright, cooperative, and intelligent woman.
and hearing, Helen was able to establish herself as a very strong presence in the house as noted by many of her relatives. Helen could easily say "How d'ye" by the age of six months and surprised her guests by quite plainly saying "tea, tea, tea." Helen, even after losing her sight and hearing caused by "an acute congestion of the stomach and the brain" in February after spending 19 months as a happy infant, continued with the same dominant attitude. This came across in her recollections of Martha Washington and Belle, her earliest friends. She made it a point that they submit to her will. However, this playful dominance never grew to become toxic arrogance. Helen grew to learn the language of love with the help of her teacher, Anne Sullivan.

An important feature of Helen's character is her instant need to communicate. She felt like she was surrounded by silent darkness; her legs locked in heavy chains of despair. The inability to communicate resulted in passionate outbursts of temper and frustration. This began to frequent, sometimes on an hourly basis. To overcome these frustrations, Helen's parents searched far and wide for a teacher, finally
Helen Lewis being extraordinary. The sense of her touch and intellect. Helen was ahead and easily handled with her trust in the equality of her mind and her knowledge. She was a model of handling Helen all her life from learning, using imagination. Helen Sullivan, a patient companion, and her intelligence was to bring Helen into a world of knowledge filled with imagination and wonder. Helen Sullivan, a patient companion, and her intelligence was to bring Helen into a world of knowledge filled with imagination and wonder.
Exploring the woods of the Fern Quarry with Mildred and her cousin, visiting Plymouth by water with her teacher, being at peace at the New York Central Park and spending a lonely time in Wrentham are all witness to this.

Helen's most admirable characters are her perseverance, her kindness and her loving, charming nature. Even with her disability and the huge upheavals that came her way, Helen bravely overcame all her obstacles and never lost hope. Her first obstacles were understanding words when they were spelled out to her. Even though she was frustrated and it took her several weeks, she never stopped trying. The devastating incident of plagiarism of a story "the Frost King" broke her heart but even so, she continued in her quest for knowledge, passing her examinations with very few sources for studying was nerve wracking but she moved forward and passed everything fearlessly. She always tried to compete with her peers who were all much more able and privileged and she succeeded in doing so.

Helen was kind and loving as she never held any hate or contempt for anybody in her heart. She modestly
bright, intellectually hand working woman who pursued her drean.
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and showed the world that no matter how big an obstacle, anyone can conquer it, if only they have the determination to do so.